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The penetration fuze, as the initiation control component of the penetration
weapon, usually experiences an overload of tens of thousands or even hundreds
of thousands of g during the penetration process. In order to prevent the fuze
from being overloaded and causing the weapon to explode or misfire early, this
article introduces the use of internal sealing reinforcement and external energy
absorbing buffer materials to protect the internal circuit modules of the fuze.
Several kinds of energy absorbing and buffering materials, including foam metal
materials and composite sandwich structure materials, as well as metamaterials
that have recently attracted the attention of industry and academia, are reviewed.
The high overload impact energy absorption characteristics of materials and the
mechanical properties of different material structures are emphatically
introduced. In addition, this article also evaluates the applicability and
limitations of existing buffer materials and methods, and proposes some
potential improvement plans, such as the impact of parameters such as
viscoelasticity, porosity, surface coating, printing process, heat treatment
process on the energy absorption effect of materials, further improving the
engineering practicality of buffer protection materials. A summary of the key
technologies in the research of penetration fuze protective materials was made,
and some mechanical testing methods were proposed, which can better
characterize the impact resistance and resilience of materials. Finally, the
future development direction of buffer materials for penetration fuzes was
explored, which will help promote the research on the concept of buffer
materials used on penetration missiles.
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1 Introduction

In tandem with the evolution of modern military technology, the potency of various
strike equipment has grown significantly, prompting the continuous reinforcement of
targeted defensive structures. In contemporary warfare, high-value targets such as
command centers, hangars, fuel depots, and ammunition depots have largely shifted
underground and have been fortified with multi-layered reinforced concrete protective
layers, boasting strengths surpassing C35 and thicknesses exceeding 6 m. Conventional
ammunition has become ineffective against such robust hard targets, rendering only high-
energy penetrating ammunition capable of breaching these fortified underground structures
(Ulbin et al., 2018a; Zhang, 2018; Li et al., 2021; Luo et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2022).
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During the penetration of hard targets by warhead components,
the fuzes endure exceptionally high impact stresses, with impact
acceleration amplitudes surpassing 100,000 gravity (g) and pulse
durations ranging from hundreds of microseconds to milliseconds.
This results in the impairment and malfunction of internal
electronic components within the fuzes (Natticha et al., 2020; Yu
et al., 2020; Amir et al., 2022). As penetrating projectiles serve as the
principal armament for deep and forceful firepower strikes, the
functional efficacy of accompanying fuzes significantly influences
the overall combat effectiveness of the weapon system. Hence,
buffering and protection of the fuzes and their electronic
components under high g-force impacts bear paramount
importance for the development of hard-target-
penetrating munitions.

This paper aims to delve into the analysis of materials for
safeguarding fuzes intended for penetrating hard targets. It
meticulously investigates and synthesizes the current state of
research on energy-absorbing buffering materials conducted.
Building upon the theoretical foundations and research
methodologies of previous researchers, this paper proposes a
technological framework suitable for the study of protective
materials for fuzes intended for penetration. It also explores the
distinct characteristics and developmental trends of protective
materials for such fuzes, providing a reference for research in the
field of penetrating fuzes.

2 Common fuze protective materials

The first category of fuze protection primarily employs
techniques such as spacers and encapsulation. Michailidis et al.
(Michailidis et al., 2011) utilized raw sugarcane to prepare porous
aluminum through dissolution and sintering methods,
demonstrating that different deformation patterns are
contingent on foam relative to density. Enhancement of energy
absorption is achieved by reducing foam pore size and relative
density, while pore uniformity and sintering temperature impact
energy absorption. Lu et al. (2021) proposed a novel foam-filled
aluminum core composite sandwich panel to enhance the impact
resistance of conventional hollow-core sandwich panels. The
tubular core material and foam aluminum filler dissipate a
substantial portion of the impact energy. Results indicate that
employing a foam aluminum filling, increasing the foam density,
and augmenting the contact area between the foam aluminum and
the panel bolster impact force and energy absorption. Foam
aluminum filling also prevents a sharp increase in the impact
force post-panel compaction. When designating flat steel plates
and tubular core materials with analogous thicknesses, sandwich
panels typically manifest improved energy absorption
performance. Kyle et al. (2022) observed foam aluminum
deformation during impact, characterized by the formation of
multiple irregular collapse bands. These bands vary in size and
shape, with propagation direction determined by pore distribution
and solid composition. Collapse band width increases with
augmented applied strain. Liu et al. (2013) experimentally
studied impact behavior, deformation patterns, and energy
absorption capacity during the axial fracture of foam
aluminum. Two distinct foam aluminum components were

prepared using a melt-transition foaming process. Test results
revealed two dynamic impact steps: initial compression and
progressive fracture. Peak load increase was attributed to micro-
inertial effects within the displacement–load curve. Dual
deformation modes exist due to wave propagation and
reflection. Increasing foam density during impact leads to
heightened specific energy absorption. Xiang et al. (2020)
proposed a bio-inspired multi-layered graded foam-filled
structure (MGFS) mimicking the bone microstructure and
studied the influence of structural geometric dimensions on
energy absorption characteristics through a combination of
simulation and experimentation. Xiang et al. (2022) proposed a
bionic multi-layer foam filling structure, simulating the
microstructure characteristics of human bones, whale whiskers
and other biological structures. The energy absorption
characteristics of different combinations of structures were
analyzed and the optimal model was obtained. Shen et al.
(2011) studied the response of sandwich tubes under internal
explosive loads, and analyzed the deformation mechanism of
sandwich tubes by generating shock waves through TNT
charging. Fan et al. (2013) studied the dynamic lateral crushing
behavior of short hollow tubes and sandwich circular tubes. The
test samples were dynamically tested at constant speeds of 1 m/s
and 10 m/s, and the crushing and collapse processes of different
specimens were studied. Ngoc and Lu (2019) provided a
comprehensive overview of the latest progress in the
development of biomimetic structures for energy absorption
applications, introducing the contemporary challenges and
future directions of biomimetic structures.

The above methods indicate that the mechanical properties of
buffer materials can be effectively improved through gasket and
sealing reinforcement technology. The main advantages of this
method are low cost and high efficiency. However, with the
continuous reinforcement of defense structures, the power of
penetrating ammunition is also constantly increasing. The fuze
shell installed inside the projectile body will also be squeezed and
deformed due to the deformation of the projectile body. The
deformation of the projectile body can cause deformation of the
outer shell of the fuze, such as stretching and bending, which in turn
leads to deformation of the sealing material. If there are bubbles or
cracks in the sealing material, deformation will exacerbate its degree
of damage. When the deformation amplitude generated by the
sealing material is too large, it will inevitably cause deformation
of the internal circuit board and components of the fuze, causing the
fuze circuit to not work properly, thereby affecting the damage
efficiency of the ammunition. Traditional fuze-protective materials
are no longer sufficient to meet the buffering and protective
requirements under high-overload and intense impact. Thus,
fuze-protective materials must evolve towards a greater
mechanical performance, ensuring the secure and stable
operation of penetrating fuzes (Ulbin et al., 2018b; Wang et al.,
2018; Talebi et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2020). In this context, composite
buffering protective materials have become a viable option,
surpassing the strength and toughness limitations of traditional
foam metals. Consequently, under the backdrop of high-overload
and intense impacts, research on composite buffering protective
materials with higher yield and tensile strength holds significant
theoretical and practical value within this domain.
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3 Current research on composite
buffering protective materials for fuzes

3.1 Composite buffering protectivematerials

In contrast to the first category of fuze-protective materials, the
second category involves blending porous media with elastic
substances to create foam metal composite protective materials.
Foam metal, a significant subset of porous materials, has garnered
extensive attention due to its lightweight nature and energy-
absorbing capacity during deformation. Michał et al. studied
aluminum–silicon carbide composite foam as a filler for thin-
walled aluminum sections, as shown in Figure 1. To enhance
energy absorption performance, the use of porous metal–ceramic

composite structures as fillers was analyzed for improved crush
efficiency metrics. Observations indicated smaller crush distances
for foam-filled profiles, suggesting further potential for energy
absorption. However, due to the unavailability of response states
under high-speed impact, stringent requirements are imposed on
protective materials for penetrating fuzes.

Ashutosh et al. fabricated aluminum composite foam-core
sandwich structures with carbon fiber-reinforced cold-cured resin
panels, as illustrated in Figure 2. Bending performance and energy
absorption of these sandwich structures were analyzed through
three-point bending tests. Findings indicated a significant
increase in bending load-carrying capacity, bending stiffness, and
energy absorption of sandwich structures with augmented foam core
thickness. Strong interface bonding between the foam core and

FIGURE 1
Aluminum–silicon carbide composite foam (Michał et al., 2022).

FIGURE 2
Carbon fiber-reinforced cold-cured resin–aluminum composite
foam-core sandwich (Ashutosh et al., 2020).

FIGURE 3
Expanded perlite–aluminum composite foam (Taherishargh
et al., 2014).

FIGURE 4
Silicon rubber-filled porous aluminum foam (Cheng and
Han, 2003).
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panels due to carbon fiber reinforcement enabled the sandwich
structure to withstand a higher bending strength and stiffness.
Compared to bare foam and sandwich structures containing only
cold-cured acrylic resin, this material exhibited a greater energy
absorption capacity.

Taherishargh et al. developed a novel expanded
perlite–aluminum composite foam, as depicted in Figure 3. This
composite was formed through gravity infiltration of low-cost
expanded perlite particles with molten A356 aluminum. Quasi-
static uniaxial compression tests were conducted on this material.
Under compression, the material displayed a stress–strain curve
comprising elastic, plateau, and densification regions. Notably, this
material exhibited high energy absorption efficiency, and a slight
increase in composite foam density significantly improved its
mechanical performance. Nonetheless, the mechanical strength of
expanded perlite is limited and cannot directly enhance the
mechanical properties of the composite foam.

Cheng et al. investigated the compression performance and
energy absorption characteristics of silicon rubber-filled porous
aluminum foam (Figure 4). Stress–strain curves were generated
for the foam aluminum and silica rubber composite material, and
comparisons were made with foam aluminum and bulk silica
rubber. The stress–strain curve exhibited two stress plateaus,
contrasting with foam aluminum’s single plateau region and the
absence of stress plateaus in bulk silica rubber. Experimental
results revealed that, compared to foam aluminum, this
composite material demonstrated a stronger energy absorption
capacity and efficiency.

Furthermore, enhancing material mechanical properties can
also be achieved through improved combinations, such as multi-
layer composite structures. For instance, Bai et al. (2016) designed a
sandwich structure material with functional gradient foam and
carbon fiber composite materials for the upper, middle, and
lower layers, using glass fiber composite material, polyurethane,
and multi-walled carbon nanotube composite materials. They
verified its electromagnetic wave absorption and shockwave-
blocking abilities through optimization algorithms, making it
suitable for novel armor plates capable of radar reconnaissance
and reducing impact-induced harm to personnel. Changze et al.
(2023) studied the damage characteristics of carbon fiber foam
sandwich structures under different core thicknesses and impact
energies. Ultrasonic scans were employed to measure depth and area
of impact-damaged regions. Experimental results indicated a
correlation between impact damage depth and area with impact

energy, with changes in growth rates occurring with increased
impact energy.

Baroutaji et al. proposed a sandwich tube composed of foam
aluminum core and thin-walled circular pipes as an energy
absorption device. The sandwich tube was laterally crushed under
quasi-static loading conditions, as depicted in Figure 5. Factor
analysis of the optimal design results was conducted to examine
the impact of geometric parameters on sandwich tube responses.
Additionally, multi-objective optimization design using an idealized
approach determined that tubes with minimal inner layer diameter
and maximum foam thickness were better suited for energy
absorption components.

Zhang et al. explored the energy dissipation mechanism of
pyramid lattice sandwich panels under underwater explosion
conditions. Experimentally revealed deformation modes of the
conical lattice sandwich panels under underwater explosions are
illustrated in Figure 6. Analysis demonstrated the evident
advantages of the conical lattice sandwich panel in resisting
underwater explosions. The pulse transmitted to the experimental
model was attenuated significantly to 54.97% of the incident pulse.
This study provides better support for ship structural protection.

Houcine et al. investigated the energy absorption and damage
characteristics of glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP)-laminated
and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) foam sandwich composite materials
under repeated impacts, as shown in Figure 7. The study compared
the energy absorption capacity and damage effects of GFRP-
laminated and PVC foam sandwich composite panels used in
naval equipment and aviation structures under repeated low-
speed impacts and quasi-static indentation. A series of repeated
impact tests were performed until complete energy absorption was
achieved, followed by quasi-static compression tests. The damage
mechanisms of these composite materials were analyzed. The
experimental results demonstrated that compared to laminated
composite materials, sandwich structures exhibited better
resistance to repeated impact overload.

The impact resistance capacity of sandwich composite materials
crucially depends on the core. To further study the core’s impact on

FIGURE 5
Sandwich tube under quasi-static loading (Baroutaji et al., 2015).

FIGURE 6
Equivalent stress–strain curve of the pyramid lattice cell (Zhang
and Jin, 2022).
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the energy absorption characteristics of sandwich structures,
Neslihan et al. proposed a three-dimensional multi-layer stitched
core sandwich composite material and conducted impact response
tests. The research designed a 3D multi-layer stitched core
integrated with glass/epoxy resin face layers, as shown in
Figure 8. Dynamic impact test results indicated that peak force
and energy absorption of sandwich composite materials increased
with the number of core layers. Among the energy absorption
mechanisms of sandwich composite materials, the core was more
effective than the face. The number of core layers, core unit size, and
stitching density were identified as the most critical parameters for
impact failure in sandwich composite materials.

Zhang et al. mixed porous material particles with elastic
polymers to form thin film materials, making activated carbon
rubber fuze protective materials. By changing the microstructure
and the content of elastic polymers, their protective performance
was improved. The Marshall hammer test system was used to verify
the protective film gasket. From the overall trend, as the EPDM

rubber content increased, the recoverable performance of the
composite film in multiple loading tests improved, as shown in
Figure 9A. It can be seen that adding EPDM rubber to porous
activated carbon films can significantly improve the elasticity of
composite carbon films. From local details, when the content of
EPDM rubber is less than 10%, the coefficient of recovery of the
sample increases rapidly with the increase of EPDM rubber content;
When the content of EPDM rubber is greater than 10%, the recovery
coefficient of the sample increases slowly, as shown in Figure 9B.
Therefore, when adding EPDM rubber, attention should be paid to
the proportion of rubber. Adding excessive rubber will not bring an
equal amount of performance improvement, but will instead affect
its internal structure and compressibility. Through previous
research accumulation, the structure of high-performance buffer
materials can be determined as a combination of superelasticity and
high porosity.

The above composite cushioning and protective materials all
have strong mechanical properties and energy absorption
characteristics, which can improve the material’s impact
resistance. In addition, the above research also compares and
analyzes the impact energy absorption effects under different
structures by changing the geometric parameters of porous
materials, providing a reference basis for the design of porous
structures. However, there are still some influencing factors that
need to be studied, such as the influence of parameters such as
porosity, surface coating, printing process, and heat treatment
process on the energy absorption effect of the material, in order
to further improve the engineering practicality of composite buffer
protection materials.

3.2 Novel cushioning protective materials/
metamaterials

The third category of cushioning protective materials involves
incorporating new materials or metamaterials as additives to
metallic materials to further enhance the mechanical properties
of foam metals. Graphene, one of the strongest materials with
excellent toughness, when combined with metal forms

FIGURE 7
Foam core composite materials: (A) front view of laminated plate, (B) partial view of laminated plate, and (C) core section (Houcine et al., 2022).

FIGURE 8
3D multi-layer stitched core sandwich composite material
(Neslihan and Gaye, 2022).
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graphene–metal composite alloys that significantly elevate alloy
yield and tensile strength. Aerogels exhibit ultra-high toughness,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) scientists
have experimented with flexible aerogels made of polymers as
insulation materials for spacecraft during atmospheric entry.
Aerogels can be employed for blast-resistant suits and armored
vehicles in the military domain and for protecting electronic
mechanical components in space exploration, unaffected by large
temperature differentials. Compared to traditional impact-resistant
materials, nano-carbon materials possess advantages such as being
lightweight, having a high energy dissipation specific capacity, and
exceptional thermal stability under extreme environmental
conditions. Metamaterials refer to composite materials with
artificially designed structures that exhibit extraordinary physical
properties not present in natural materials. For instance, local
resonance-type metamaterials, when the frequency of external
impact loads aligns with the internal resonance frequency of the
metamaterial, the internal microstructure of the local resonance-

type metamaterial resonates, absorbing impact energy and
mitigating impact loads. Honeycomb structure mechanical
metamaterials possess advantages such as being lightweight,
having a high specific stiffness, negative Poisson’s ratio,
adjustable structural parameters, and stable mechanical properties.

Gao et al. proposed a novel negative-stiffness-based mechanical
metamaterial, as shown in Figure 10, which possesses buffering,
energy absorption, and state recovery characteristics in two loading
directions. The unit of this metamaterial consists of intersecting
curved beams, support frameworks, and support beams. By inducing
the sudden change in curved beam stability, buffering, energy
absorption, and initial state recovery are achieved. Static
compression and tension experiments were conducted on three
designed negative-stiffness structures, revealing leap behavior and

FIGURE 9
Test results of activated carbon rubber fuze protective material. (A) The relationship between the recovery coefficient corresponding to different
stresses and the proportion of rubber mass (B) Acceleration changes after adding cushioning materials (Zhang et al., 2022a).

FIGURE 10
Negative-stiffness bidirectional cushioning and energy
absorption metamaterial (Gao et al., 2021).

FIGURE 11
Planar and cylindrical metamaterials (Ma et al., 2022).
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energy absorption effects in both loading directions. Therefore, this
structure can be used for bidirectional cushioning and energy
absorption, exhibiting good state recovery and impact resistance
through repeated experiments. The structure undergoes initial
deformation at an acceleration of 20 m/s2, elastic imbalance at
120 m/s2, and compaction at 280 m/s2, with corresponding
acceleration attenuation rates of 20%, 50.6%, and 1.6%.

Ma et al. introduced a series of innovative metamaterials
with planar and cylindrical patterns for elastic energy dissipation
and shock absorption, as shown in Figure 11. These metamaterials
feature planar unit cells with two axes of reflection symmetry
primarily composed of two V-shaped regions, four identical
right-angled triangle regions, and narrow regions. The three-
dimensional and cylindrical units were obtained through rotation
and convolution methods. The designed multi-layer metamaterial
exhibited substantial energy dissipation induced by leap-induced
hysteresis force-displacement behavior, with its performance
influenced by geometric parameters and layers. Finally, the
designed metamaterial effectively suppresses acceleration
responses through leap behavior induced by elastic instability.
Experimental and numerical research was conducted on the
impact response processes and corresponding deformation
mechanics. This metamaterial holds significant potential in
impact and vibration engineering. Research has shown that
the dynamic buffering performance of cylindrical metamaterials
slightly increases with the increase of impact height, leading
to a slight increase in peak acceleration. The penetration
behavior exhibited by the peak acceleration in the second
stage can suppress the acceleration response of the impactor,
and the experimental dissipated energy under quasi-static load
is 0.692J.

Zhao et al. designed and manufactured a series of mechanically
metamaterials dominated by tensile mechanical performance
(Figure 12). These metamaterials can absorb large amounts of
energy while maintaining low density. The design strategy relies
on network structures in periodic grid topologies, using

microstructures with multiple beams as building blocks to
connect grid nodes. Mechanical properties can be adjusted by
altering the topology parameters. Furthermore, metamaterials
manufactured using 4D printing technology exhibit intelligent
properties, transitioning from one mode to another under
external stimuli. These materials excel in compression resistance,
energy absorption, shock absorption, and shape memory effects,
finding applications in engineering fields such as bone tissue
scaffolding, aerospace, and automotive engineering. However,
these materials exhibit slow self-healing speeds and are not
suitable for environments with short intervals of continuous
impact overloads. The research results indicate that the relative
compressive stiffness increases with the increase of truss diameter.
In addition, the ratio of cell height to length can effectively affect the
value of relative stiffness. The higher the ratio, the greater the relative
stiffness. Poisson’s ratio is very sensitive to changes in truss
diameter, length, height ratio, and other parameters. As the
diameter of the truss increases, the Poisson’s ratio gradually
decreases. In addition, the Poisson’s ratio gradually increases
with the increase of length to height ratio.

Chen et al. introduced and fabricated a reusable continuous
carbon fiber-reinforced polymer composite with a negative stiffness
mechanical metamaterial, as illustrated in Figure 13. The
combination of compression tests and numerical simulations
verified the quasi-static mechanical performance of this structure.
The repetitive nature of this metamaterial was then demonstrated
through cyclic compression tests. Quasi-static test results revealed
that this metamaterial exhibited excellent reusability and energy
absorption capabilities. Furthermore, the cushioning performance
of this metamaterial was studied through flat impact tests. The
metamaterial structure displayed robust impact resistance without
undergoing any plastic deformation. In terms of energy absorption,
the maximum specific energy absorption and average compression
force of the 0°stacked sequence structure used in this study are
690.2 J/kg and 149.9 N, respectively. When the bending beam of the
structure adopts a superposition sequence of ±45°and 90°, the
maximum specific energy absorption of the structure is
189.1 J/kg and 47.2 J/kg, respectively, which is equivalent to
27.4% and 6.8% of the bending beam with a superposition
sequence of 0°. Similarly, the average compression force of
the ±45°and 90°stacked sequence structures decreased to 41.1 N
and 10.2 N, respectively, compared to the 0°stacked sequence
structure, which showed a relative decrease of 72.6% and 93.2%.
This study holds guiding significance for designing the impact

FIGURE 12
4D-printed metamaterial with excellent energy absorption
capacity (Zhao et al., 2022).

FIGURE 13
Continuous carbon fiber-reinforced polymer composite with a
negative stiffness mechanical metamaterial (Chen et al., 2022).
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resistance performance of penetration fuzes in high-overload
environments.

Yang et al. designed a cross symmetric hyperbolic beam
mechanical metamaterial (BCBS), as shown in Figure 14.
Compared to traditional curved beam structures, its axial and
circumferential symmetry can achieve synergistic buffering
protection for the forward impact received by the fuze in the
bore and the lateral impact received during penetration. This
design is based on the concept of bistability and combines
negative stiffness sandwich structure and hyperbolic beam
structure for microstructure design. Compared to traditional
negative Poisson’s ratio materials that can only absorb energy
through irreversible collapse or plastic deformation, negative
stiffness structures with bistability can achieve high energy
absorption while switching between multiple steady states. By
introducing negative stiffness microstructures, the energy
absorption of the steady-state buffer layer is increased, ensuring a
certain degree of recoverability while absorbing a large amount of
energy, which can meet the requirements of fuze buffering
protection in short interval multiple strong impact environments.
In addition, multiple continuous dynamic impact tests were
conducted on BCBS metamaterials, and dynamic numerical
simulations were conducted based on the projectile impact 5-
layer target plate condition. As shown in Figure 14A, the overall
system applies an initial velocity, simulates the initial target collision
conditions, applies the acceleration received by the projectile on the
upper constraint surface, and transmits it to the lower rigid surface
through the BCBS structure buffer, simulating the energy transfer
process between the projectile, buffer, and fuze during the impact
process. The consistency and calculation time comparison between
the equivalent simulation calculation method and dynamic
penetration simulation are shown in Figure 14B. Under the same
operating conditions, 89.5 h of time are saved. Figure 14C shows the
magnitude of the acceleration at the fuze during five consecutive
impacts with the addition of BCBS. After adding buffering, the peak
acceleration significantly decreased and the oscillation frequency
was also suppressed. Figure 14D shows that BCBS has a better
energy absorption effect. As the number of impacts increases, the
peak attenuation ability of BCBS acceleration decreases from 54.7%
for the first time to 34.8% for the fifth time. In multi-layer

penetration, the peak overload reaches nearly 146,000 g without
buffering, and after BCBS buffering, the peak value can be reduced
by 75,000 g, effectively reducing interlayer oscillation signals.

Xiang et al. (2021) used SLM technology to print 8 Miura-ori
metamaterials with different gradients, and studied the effects of
different geometric parameters, gradient spacing, and stacking order
on the mechanical properties of stainless steel materials. Research
has found that compared to uniform metamaterials, The graded
Miura ori stainless steel metamaterials can effectively reduce the
reduction in compressive load after peak force and improve energy
absorption capacity. Models with larger gradient intervals have
higher average load displacement forces and lower peak crushing
forces. Sun et al. (2019) designed a hierarchical honeycomb
structure, replacing each trilateral vertex of a regular hexagonal
lattice with a smaller hexagonal shape. Specific structural layering
parameters were proposed, and the effects of structural hierarchy,
wall thickness, and core layer height on the honeycomb back plate
and core layer were explored. The optimal structural parameters for
explosion resistance were obtained.

Overall, honeycomb structured metamaterials have a higher
negative Poisson’s ratio effect, and the plastic collapse of the
metastructure can quickly achieve kinetic energy conversion,
which can cope with the impact estimation environment of long
pulse width and high overload. Due to its precise structure, higher
requirements are placed onmachining accuracy. For products with a
large batch demand such as fuzes, it is also necessary to pay attention
to their machining efficiency. In addition, viscoelasticity is also an
important indicator of energy absorbing materials, and there are few
reports in the current research process. A large number of
theoretical and experimental studies have shown that although
honeycomb structured metamaterials have good energy
absorption characteristics, due to irreversible plastic deformation
during the first impact process, they become compacted and dense,
resulting in a rapid decrease in their energy absorption
characteristics during subsequent impact processes. At the same
time, the compression characteristics of honeycomb structured
metamaterials make the buffer structure mainly composed of
porous media form a compressed space after a single penetration
of the target, making it difficult or less likely for the data storage chip
inside the fuze to survive in multi-layer hard target penetration

FIGURE 14
Dynamic simulation of multiple impact process for BCBS configuration. (A) Constraints and load settings for finite element simulation; (B)
Comparison of calculation time between equivalent simulation and penetration dynamics simulation; (C) Dynamic acceleration signals under different
buffering conditions (D) Maximum acceleration and energy absorption ratios under different buffering conditions (Yang et al., 2024).
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experiments. Therefore, honeycomb structured metamaterials are
usually only suitable for single impact processes, and their buffering
and energy absorption performance in multiple impacts cannot
meet the protection requirements during multi-layer
penetration processes.

3.3 Characteristics of penetration fuze
protection materials research

The protection research of the internal circuit module of the fuze
mainly focuses on two aspects: internal sealing reinforcement and
external vibration isolation and buffering.

(1) Internal reinforcement and sealing

The internal reinforcement potting technology mainly utilizes
potting materials with strong impact resistance and high bonding
ability to potting the circuit components inside the fuze as a whole,
On the one hand, it can provide structural support for components
and achieve the purpose of firmly connecting them in situ on
the circuit board. On the other hand, it can utilize the energy
absorption characteristics of the potting material itself to dissipate
the mechanical energy transmitted to electronic devices,
improving the high impact resistance and shear strength of the
test structure from within the fuze. At present, materials based on
epoxy resin, organosilicon polymers, and polyurethane are the
most researched sealing materials in the chemical industry. The
high g-value ballistic flight recorder FDR developed by the Swiss
Weapon Systems and Ammunition Testing Center was
successfully measured with a peak acceleration of 90000 g and a
pulse width of 200us (Rothacher and Giger, 1999). In order to
avoid damage, the circuit and battery parts were sealed with epoxy
resin and protected with a steel shell. Li et al. analyzed the
performance characteristics of several sealing materials such as
silicone rubber, polyurethane, and epoxy resin, and used epoxy
resin to reinforce electronic products, as shown in Figure 15.
Simulation and physical experiments were conducted, and the
results showed that the impact resistance of electronic products

sealed with epoxy resin was significantly enhanced. This
technology has certain practicality.

Of course, overall sealing and reinforcement of the internal
components of the fuze can also have adverse effects, mainly
reflected in the following two aspects:Firstly, the sealing material
will bring additional mass, which increases the overall quality of the
fuze system; Secondly, the thermal conductivity of the encapsulation
material is poor, which affects the heat dissipation of some circuit
units. During continuous operation, the reliability of the systemmay
be reduced due to heat accumulation. Therefore, improving material
heat dissipation, molecular density, and optimizing material
electrical, mechanical, and thermal properties are important
directions for the development and research of encapsulation
materials at present.

(2) External vibration isolation and buffering

In addition to the internal sealing reinforcement method
introduced above, external vibration isolation and buffering are
also commonly used buffering protection measures for fuzes. Its
protection principle is to isolate the fuze from the warhead by
using appropriate buffering materials to avoid direct stress on the
fuze. On the one hand, due to the different wave impedances of
stress waves transmitted in different media, the difference in wave
impedances of different materials can be effectively used to
suppress the transmission of stress waves from the projectile to
the fuze; On the other hand, buffer materials, due to their own
elastic-plastic deformation ability and damping effect, can absorb
the impact load acting on the fuze during the penetration process,
thereby reducing the stress on the internal components of the fuze
during the penetration process, achieving the purpose of buffer
protection. For penetration fuzes, they withstand strong impacts of
thousands or even tens of thousands of grams of overload during
operation, and the design space left for the fuze inside the projectile
is extremely limited. The thickness of the material is greatly
limited, so suitable buffer materials are not common. At
present, in practical engineering applications, there are two
kinds of buffer materials commonly used in fuzes, namely,
foam metal materials with porous structure and polymer
materials with relatively stable performance.

Foam metal material refers to special metal material
containing foam pores, which is a new engineering material
emerging in recent decades. Due to its low relative density
(only about 40% of aluminum alloy) and excellent energy
absorption characteristics, it is widely used in military
protection, aerospace, automobile transportation and other
fields. At present, known foam metal materials include foam
copper, open cell foam aluminum, closed cell foam aluminum,
foam nickel, foam magnesium, etc. Among them, foam aluminum
materials are widely used in engineering due to its relatively low
price and excellent energy absorption and buffering performance.
The current research results show that the energy absorption
performance of foam aluminum mainly comes from compression
deformation, which is related to many factors such as porosity,
strain rate, pore size, pore structure type, and uneven pore
structure distribution.

Because foam aluminum has good energy absorption and
buffering characteristics, many researchers apply it to the

FIGURE 15
Physical image of electronic products sealed with epoxy resin
(Li et al., 2020).
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buffering protection of missile borne equipment. Xu et al. (2010) of
Xi’an Institute of Mechanical and Electrical Technology, proposed
to use foam aluminum as the buffer pad of the hypersonic
penetration fuze, established a hypersonic penetration model of
1800 m/s, and used LS-DNYA finite element software for simulation
analysis. The results show that the 6 mm foam aluminum pad can
effectively attenuate the impact amplitude, reduce the impact on the
fuze components to be tested to below the extreme value, and play a
better role in resisting high overload impact. Gao Hua of the Army
University of Engineering and others conducted research on the
dynamic mechanical properties of foam aluminum under multiple
impacts, and used the Hopkinson bar device to carry out multiple
loading tests on foam aluminum under medium and low strain rates,
as shown in Figure 16. The results show that with the increase of
impact times, the cellular structure in foam aluminum gradually
collapses and compacts, and the elastic limit stress increases, while
the elastic limit strain increases, so the attenuation of stress
waves decreases.

Ding et al. conducted compression tests and Machert hammer
tests on four types of fuze protective rubbers (nitrile rubber,
fluororubber, silicone rubber, and natural rubber), The
experimental results are shown in Figure 17. After experimental
comparison and analysis, it was found that the protective effect of
fluororubber is the worst regardless of its thickness, while the other
rubbers exhibit different protective performance under different
penetration overloads or thicknesses. When using a 2 mm thick

gasket, regardless of the size of the overload, natural rubber has the
best comprehensive protective performance. This is because natural
rubber has the best comprehensive performance, with high elasticity,
strength, and impact toughness; When using a 4 mm gasket, silicone
rubber should be used for protection when the overload does not
exceed 60,000 g. When the overload exceeds 60,000 g, nitrile rubber
should be used because nitrile rubber has the highest impact
strength; When using a 6 mm gasket, silicone rubber should be
used for protection when the overload does not exceed 50,000 g.
When the overload exceeds 50,000 g, nitrile rubber should be used.
When the penetration overload does not exceed 50,000 g, the
optimal choice should be 4 mm silicone rubber; On the contrary,
2 mm nitrile rubber should be used.

Drawing upon research on cushioning protection materials, the
categorization of cushioning protection materials can be outlined
as follows:

Figure 18 illustrates that cushioning protection materials can be
broadly classified into two categories: the first category employs
foam structures for plastic deformation energy absorption in
padding, and the second category pertains to encapsulation
materials for safeguarding lightweight electronic devices. Foam
metal primarily constitutes the materials for padding, where
foam metal materials exhibit a stable yield region, enabling them
to steadily absorb considerable energy over a prolonged stress
plateau—making them well-suited as cushioning energy-
absorbing materials (Selivanov et al., 2021). However, foam metal

FIGURE 16
Physical Profile of foam Aluminum under Multiple Loading. (A) Before impact. (B) After the first impact. (C) After the second impact. (D) After the third
impact. (E) After the fourth impact. (F) After the fifth impact. (Gao et al., 2018).
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has a relatively low overload capacity, when the peak overload
exceeds 50,000 g, the material experiences fractures, failing to
achieve optimal protective effects. Furthermore, metal materials
are only suitable for single-impact events, their cushioning
energy-absorbing effects in multi-impact scenarios cannot fulfill
the protection requirements for multi-layer penetration processes
(Zhang et al., 2022b). Hence, the development of foam metal
composites is essential to create high-strength, high-stiffness, and
high-elasticity protective materials. By compounding foam metal
with elastic polymer materials, it is possible to fabricate penetration
fuze protection materials that possess both the mechanical
performance of metal materials and the high damping and elasticity
of elastic polymer materials (Zhou et al., 2021). Additionally, with the
widespread application of new materials/super materials in fields such
as aerospace, machinery, chemical engineering, biology, and medicine,
this category ofmaterials showcases excellentmechanical performance.
These materials hold significant application prospects within the realm
of fuzes (Mohammad and Bidhendi, 2022). In summary, the research
characteristics of cushioning protection materials can be outlined
as follows:

Firstly, most materials predominantly focus on energy
absorption effects. However, for penetration fuzes, they endure
multiple strong impact loading processes. Materials not only
need to exhibit effective energy absorption during impact but
also must self-recover after overload release in order to function
as cushioning protection during subsequent impact events.
Secondly, the majority of materials undergo quasi-static
compression tests. While these tests provide the most direct and
fundamental study of foam material energy absorption
characteristics, they do not systematically investigate the
characteristic curves and deformation modes of materials under
high-dynamic impact with high overload. Thirdly, full consideration
must be given to the scenario where fuzes penetrate multiple layers
of target plates in a continuous manner. Moreover, the impacting
velocity can sometimes reach several Mach, and the time interval
between consecutive impacts of the fuze on the target is only a few
milliseconds. This imposes higher requirements on the self-recovery
efficiency of the materials. In summary, for penetration fuzes, the
ideal protective material should possess both high energy absorption
characteristics and rapid recoverability.

FIGURE 17
Test results of four types of protective rubber gaskets for fuze. (A) 13 tooth impact 2 mm thick gasket, (B) 13 tooth impact 6 mm thick gasket,
(C) 17 tooth impact 2 mm thick gasket, (D) 17 tooth impact 6 mm thick gasket (Ding et al., 2023).
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4 Key research techniques for
penetration fuze protection materials

The overall technical roadmap for penetration fuze protection
material research is illustrated in Figure 19. This system comprises
five components: material preparation, mechanical performance
analysis, dynamic impact testing, field tests, and signal
acquisition systems.

From this perspective, the research on penetration fuze
protection materials involves the following key techniques:

1) Material model design and fabrication

Material models for penetration fuze protection are designed
that cater to high-overload scenarios (Li and Patricia, 2022; Hu et al.,
2021; Li and Wang, 2021). Simulation analyses are conducted on
material model elasticity, plasticity, porosity, and damage, solving
nonlinear relationships between material stress and strain. The
elastic deformation range, yield limit, impact of pore volume in
porous media on the buffering effects, and material deformation
behavior are simulated under mechanical loads (from initial elastic
deformation to nonlinear fracture stages). Material elastic strain
tensors and crack zone damage models are established, laying a solid
foundation for material impact dynamics analysis (Adam et al.,
2022; Liu et al., 2022).

2) Analysis of mechanical transmission laws

Finite element models for penetration fuze protection materials
are constructed, achieving full parameterized control of the model
(Wei et al., 2022). The dynamic response of materials under high-
overload impact are systematically investigated. The deformation
patterns under various impact velocities are studied, exploring the

dynamic response of different density and thickness laminated
structures, and the effective ranges for impact functions suitable
for penetration fuzes and geometric functions of laminated
structures are determined—establishing the ultimate thickness of
the lamination for both compression/tension and bending resistance
(Adam et al., 2022). Based on material strength and stiffness
theories, the orthogonal anisotropic-equivalent mechanical
parameters are derived, dynamic impact processes are
numerically simulated, propagation patterns of internal stress
waves observed, dynamic responses measured, and optimization
recommendations for local reinforcement positions are provided to
improve processing techniques.

3) High-g dynamic response testing

For dynamic energy absorption tests of penetration fuze
protection materials, an in-house high-overload, wide-pulse,
large-weight single-impact test device is employed, as depicted in
Figure 20. This apparatus generates impact overloads >50,000 g,
with an impact pulse width ≥231 μs Dynamic impact tests are
performed on various samples, analyzing the material deformation
and energy absorption characteristics for penetration fuze
protection. Simultaneously, materials of different energy
absorption characteristics and fill densities are tested,
systematically researching sample the deformation modes and
dynamic interactions.

For tests evaluating material recoverability, an in-house high-
speed multi-layer target penetration simulation test system is
employed, as shown in Figure 21. This system performs
continuous impacts >8 times, with impact overloads >10,000 g,
impact pulse widths >210 μs, and impact time intervals ≤3 ms.
Continuous multi-dynamic impacts are performed on various test
samples, analyzing the material recoverability. Different impact

FIGURE 18
Categorization of cushioning protection materials.
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overloads, impact time intervals, and consecutive impact numbers
are tested to assess the material’s multiple-absorption cushioning
capabilities against shockwaves. Finally, samples with superior
protective performance are used in conjunction with penetration
projectiles for live firing field tests to verify the stable operation of
internal electronic devices during the penetration process and their
reliable triggering of warheads.

4) Signal acquisition and storage

With the advancement of electronic technology, penetration
fuze initiators commonly include internally loaded circuit boards
and high-g acceleration sensors to measure acceleration signal
changes during penetration. This signal is then identified, assessed,
and used to determine the spatial position of the penetration fuze
at a given moment. This information guides whether the preset
detonation control strategy is met. Onboard memory (Figure 22) is

utilized to store and retrieve test data. The axial acceleration curve
produced during penetration is analyzed to verify the buffer energy
absorption characteristics of the fuze protection material (Wei
et al., 2022).

5 Development trends of penetration
fuze protection materials

1) Lower density

In considering the lightweight and cost factors of penetration
fuze buffer protection materials, when certain conditions such as
impact force, contact area, stress–strain, and yield limits are met,
materials with a lower density are prioritized (Lin et al., 2023).

2) Higher strength and recoverability

FIGURE 19
Technical roadmap for penetration fuze protection material research.
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The strength of penetration fuze buffer protection materials
determines the reliability of the fuze during high-speed penetration
into hard targets. As military technologies develop worldwide,
defensive structures become more robust, leading to increased
impact overload on the fuzes. This places higher demands on
material strength and stiffness. Moreover, complex defensive
structures, reinforced with high-strength steel and layers of
protection, will subject penetration fuzes to multiple consecutive
impacts. Hence, better recoverability of materials is required to
achieve precise hits on specific targets (Chen et al., 2023).

3) Improved electromagnetic shielding and thermal insulation

During the penetration of multi-layer hard targets, sensor
signals are often interfered with by noise, leading to signal
overlap issues that hinder target recognition. Therefore,
penetration fuze protection materials need to exhibit excellent
noise reduction, electromagnetic shielding, and thermal insulation
properties. This helps prevent the introduction of external
interference signals, allowing for the approximation that the
acceleration measured by the accelerometer corresponds to the
rigid body acceleration generated by the impact contact force (Lu
et al., 2023).

4) Enhanced filtering performance

In the process of high-speed penetration of targets, fuzes
experience significant stress, which propagates through the
fuze’s internal media in the form of stress waves. When stress
generated by collision reaches the fuze’s circuit board and chip
internals, it can cause various failure modes, such as detachment of
component pins, fractures of internal chip wires, and discharging
of energy storage components (capacitors, batteries), leading to the
overall failure of the fuze. The mechanism behind the improved
impact resistance of fuze electronic components in penetration
fuze protection materials primarily involves stress wave reflection
and attenuation, i.e., mechanical filtering. The stress wave
transmitted to the fuze’s circuit components undergoes
attenuation through the buffering isolation structure, reducing
damage to the internal structure of the fuze. Simultaneously, the
buffering material can absorb the kinetic energy generated by the
fuze’s overall oscillations (Wang et al., 2022).

5) Ease of processing, installation, and high forming precision

Given that fuzes are disposable products produced in large
quantities, especially in times of conflict, the buffer protection
materials for fuzes must be rapidly processable and easy to
install. They should also maintain their shape and possess a high
degree of integration with the fuze systems (Simoes et al., 2022).

FIGURE 20
Single-impact testing apparatus (Man et al., 2014).

FIGURE 21
High-speed multi-layer target penetration simulation test system (Li, 2022).
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6 Conclusion

This review gives an extensive overview of the latest research on
energy absorbing buffer materials, which can be divided into three
categories: foam metal materials, composite sandwich structural
materials and metamaterials. These methods can cope with high
overload impact environments and have different advantages. If the
cost factor is taken into consideration, foam metal alloy can be
selected; if the reserved space in the buffer zone is enough, composite
sandwich structure can be selected; if the processing equipment
technology level is high, metamaterial can be selected. In addition,
an important aspect of the design process of energy absorbing
materials is the mechanical impact characterization of the
material. Mechanical testing should be targeted and realistic, and
should simulate the real penetration environment as much as
possible. Finally, more attention should be paid to the influence
of process parameters on energy absorption efficiency, and the
relationship between factors such as porosity, strain rate, pore
size, pore structure type, pore structure distribution, and energy
absorption efficiency should be determined. We hope that this

review can promote research in specific fields of penetration
fuzes and provide reference for relevant researchers.
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